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Abstract

A current trend in the transport sector seeks to increase the vehicle efficiency and to cut
fuel consumption which leads to new technologies and advancements in modern and
future combustion engines. Some of these technical progresses lead to highly stressed
engine parts and new challenges arise, particularly for journal bearings. The increasing
thermal and mechanical load caused by downsized and turbocharged engines, friction
reduction  by  employing  low-viscosity  lubricants  and  other  emission  reduction
measures—for utilizing stop-start  systems—put additional stress on the crankshaft
journal bearings. This contribution focuses on highly stressed journal bearings which
operate  in  the  boundary,  mixed and hydrodynamic  lubrication  regime.  Therefore,
measurements on a journal bearing test-rig are performed which allow an extensive
verification of the numerical investigation. For the numerical analysis of friction and
wear, a mixed elasto-hydrodynamic simulation approach is developed, which considers
the  elastic  deformation  of  the  contacting  components,  the  complex  rheological
behaviour of the lubricant and metal-metal contact if the lubricant is unable to separate
the contacting surfaces. Both the rheological data and the surface roughness parameters
are obtained from measurements. The current challenges are studied in four applica-
tion-oriented examples and the influencing parameters on a reliable friction and wear
prediction are explored.

Keywords: simulation, hydrodynamic bearing, plain bearing, mixed friction, elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication, non-Newtonian lubricant, conformal contact, stop-start
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1. Introduction and outline

A plain journal bearing is  a seemingly simple machine element where a hardened shaft
typically rotates in a softer bearing shell. The two contacting surfaces are generally separated
by a lubricant. In most technical applications, such as turbines or combustion engines, journal
bearings are designed for a long life time. Hence, journal bearings mainly operate in pure
hydrodynamic lubrication regime. However, especially in the automotive industry, a trend
has evolved to cut fuel consumption and emissions derived from emission restrictions by
legislation and customer satisfaction. A cost-effective potential to improve the efficiency is
attributed to the reduction of friction in lubricated contacts. The friction coefficient finds its
minimum in the transition between pure hydrodynamic lubrication and mixed lubrication
regime, where already some metal-metal contact between the shaft and bearing shell occurs.
Therefore, it is beneficial to operate journal bearings in this transition, but unfortunately wear
occurs as metal-metal contact establishes and durability problems may follow. To design more
efficient  journal  bearings,  a  detailed simulation approach is  required which is  suited to
describe the complex behaviour of mixed elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication and is validated
for a wide range of operating conditions.

In addition, beyond the consequences of friction reduction many new modes of engine
operation stress the bearings. Therefore, this chapter begins with a general overview of the
current challenges for journal bearings, especially in combustion engine application.

Subsequently, the requirements for the simulation model are elaborated from these challenges
at the beginning of the next section. In the same section, the basic equations for the mixed
elasto-hydrodynamic journal bearing simulation are presented. Additionally, the simplified
layout of the journal bearing test-rig and the simulation model is described which is used for
the study on journal bearing friction and wear.

The subsequent result section consists of different application examples and provides an
overview of the current research by the authors. The first example analyses friction of dynam-
ically loaded journal bearings under extreme loading conditions which lead to fluid film
pressures above 2000 bar and to high shear rates. The complex properties of the lubricant are
central to these results. The second example concentrates on the running-in wear of journal
bearings until a steady state of operation is achieved. The third example focuses on severe
metal-metal contact and on friction in mixed lubrication regime. Therefore, a static load is
applied to the journal bearing and Stribeck curves are calculated. Finally, a transient start-stop
simulation is performed in the final example.

This chapter concludes with a comprehensive summary of the studied results and presents a
brief outlook on future research topics.

2. Current challenges for journal bearings in combustion engines

In today’s automotive engines, journal bearings operate under severe conditions. Here, these
conditions will be discussed in more detail as they are the prime subject for the presented study
and also for future research. A more comprehensive review can be found in [1].
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2.1. Turbocharged engines with high power density

Modern downsized combustion engines with turbocharger(s) achieve a high power output
from small volume displacements and allow an efficiency improvement with lower emissions.
At the same time, the high power density increases the thermal and mechanical load on the
engine components. Additionally, the light-weight design of the engine further improves the
vehicle performance. Hence, the engine and its component dimensions become smaller too.
This implies even higher stresses on the components and the lubricated contacts. For instance,
the big-end bearing of the connection rod has to resist specific loads above 100 MPa and a
further increase is expected for future engines [2]. As a consequence, the minimum lubrication
gap in the journal bearing decreases below 1 μm and metal-metal contact may occur at these
operating conditions. Furthermore, the elastic deformations of the bearing shell and its
surrounding parts have a major influence on bearing behaviour.

2.2. Stop-start system

One of the most widely used mechanisms to improve fuel economy, especially for urban
driving, is the application of stop-start systems [3, 4]. By turning off the engine instead of
operating it at idle (e.g. when waiting at crossings) significant fuel savings can be obtained [4,
5]. More recently, this procedure was extended to switching off the engine also during driving
at very low loads which is commonly called engine coasting.

Stop-start systems have quickly become widely available, but despite their apparent simplicity
the repeated stopping and starting of the engine present a big challenge for bearing manufac-
turers. When the engine is started the bearing has to overcome the boundary and mixed
lubrication regime before a hydrodynamic film has formed, which completely separates the
two contacting surfaces [6]. Thus, with the increasing number of stop-start cycles bearing wear
will escalate.

2.3. Cylinder de-activation

Another fuel economy improvement is achieved through a cylinder de-activation technology
(CDT) as a result of reduced air pumping losses. Further benefits are achieved due to an
increased exhaust temperature under partial loading which yields an improved after-treat-
ment efficiency for diesel engines. This will further help the three-way catalyst technology [7].
However, CDT affects the dynamic behaviour of the shaft and topics such as shaft bending
and journal misalignment that are relevant for bearing design and bearing layout. The ability
of the bearing shell to adapt its surface geometry and further to fit the deformed or misaligned
shaft can become essential. Also, the friction power losses need to be investigated to show the
overall efficiency benefits. A better understanding for the necessary redesign of the power train
with CDT is the target in recent bearing simulation [8–10].

2.4. Ultralow-viscosity lubricants

The usage of low-viscosity lubricants in the automotive sector is certainly not new. However,
the increasingly strict legislation forces the automotive industry to further increase engine
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efficiency. Here, the usage of a lower viscosity lubricant is considered to be a very economic
measure to reach this goal [11]. However, the current trend goes to lubricants with a drastically
reduced viscosity and new standards had to be defined accordingly [12]. With the new SAE
standards 16, 12, 8 and even lower classes being targeted, pure hydrodynamic lubrication
conditions will increasingly decline and be replaced by mixed lubrication near the minimum
friction coefficient [13].

2.5. Complex rheological properties of modern lubricants

It is well known that modern multi-grade lubricants show a non-Newtonian behaviour. At
high shear rates, which typically occur in automotive journal bearings, the viscosity signifi-
cantly drops below the viscosity at low shear rate. To assess this shear thinning behaviour, a
viscosity at high temperature and high shear rate (HTHS-viscosity) is standardized. It is shown
that the HTHS-viscosity directly affects the mechanical efficiency of the engine in fleet tests [14,
15], which demonstrates the necessity to realistically consider the non-Newtonian behaviour
of the lubricant in the simulation. There exists a further lubricant property counteracting the
non-Newtonian behaviour in journal bearings, which increases the lubricant viscosity locally
under load. This lubricant property is called the piezo-viscous effect and it is present in both
mono and multi-grade lubricants [16].

Currently, the required lubricant data are not stated in the lubricant datasheets as such
measurements are not part of common standards. Therefore, such rheological data are only
sparse. The interdependency of the piezo-viscous effect and the non-Newtonian behaviour
makes it difficult not only to measure them, but also to include these properties accurately in
simulation. Currently, commonly used approaches use, for example, the Barus equation and
the Cross equation to consider these effects in a simulation independently from each other and
independent of the lubricant temperature (e.g., [17]). While these are useful approximations
of the reality and considerably increase the quality of the results, the true lubricant behaviour
is still considerably more complex [18–20].

2.6. New classes of surface textures and coatings

To increase the durability and to reduce the friction loss in journal bearings, new techniques
have grown in popularity in the process of manufacturing journal bearings. While still two-
and three-layer journal bearings dominate the automotive industry, new development trends
bring refined surface structuring techniques, such as polymer coatings and diamond-like
carbon (DLC) coatings.

Surface texturing, which is the intentional modification of the journal bearing surface with
regular patterns (dimples, microgrooves), has the potential to increase the load-carrying
capacity [21]. Such surface texturing methods themselves are not new and are, for example,
widely used in other parts of the internal combustion engine, namely, in honing of the cylinder
liners. For journal bearings it is experimentally shown that surface textures can affect their
tribological properties [22, 23] as well as the damping properties and the compatibility of the
journal bearing with contaminants [24, 25]. The theoretical understanding of the underlying
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effects of surface textures is currently limited [26]. So far it is commonly accepted that cavitation
plays a crucial part for this effect [27–29] as well as that surface textures have an influence on
local micro-hydrodynamics [26].

Polymer coatings are increasingly available on the market and can offer better durability in
start-stop conditions [30, 31]. As these coatings are non-metallic materials, their behaviour in
terms of wear and plastic deformation is distinctly different to metallic materials. These
coatings require new approaches to describe their behaviour realistically in the simulation [32,
33]. DLC coatings are already widely used in engines today, like for piston pins or cam tappets,
which are highly loaded contacts and dominantly operate in mixed lubrication. Crankshaft
journal bearings dominantly operate in hydrodynamic lubrication regime and an ability to
adapt the bearing surface is often required which makes DLC coatings apparently inappro-
priate. Nonetheless, it was recently shown that DLC have a potential for friction reduction for
the journal bearings of the crank train [34].

3. Journal bearing simulation

Before the basic equations for the elasto-hydrodynamic journal bearing simulation are
summarized, the requirements for the simulation approach to fulfil the previously highlighted
challenges are explained. Then, the detailed lubricant properties under high pressure and high
shear rate are presented. Finally, the layout of the journal bearing test-rig and the simulation
model is described which is used for the study on journal bearing friction and wear.

3.1. Requirements for journal bearing simulation

The requirements for a reliable analysis of journal bearing friction and wear can be derived
from the challenges described in Section 2.

• High load in a turbocharged and downsized engine deforms the engine parts elastically.
Therefore, the elastic deformation needs to be considered in the simulation. For instance, an
elastic deformation of the shaft can lead to a misalignment between journal and bearing and
this affects the behaviour of the journal bearing. Furthermore, the high pressure in the
lubricated contacts deforms the contacting surface which obviously affects the film thick-
ness. Especially, the local elastic deformation of the significantly softer bearing shell—
compared to the hardened shaft—needs to be considered.

• Due to the increasing specific pressure in journal bearings the rheological properties of the
lubricant at high pressure play an important part. The viscosity of lubricants increases
strongly at high hydrodynamic pressures and this piezo-viscous effect must be taken into
account. In addition, modern automotive lubricants behave like highly non-Newtonian as
a consequence of their complex composition. The effective viscosity varies within the
lubrication gap due to locally different hydrodynamic pressures and shear rates. Both effects
can have a major influence on the local viscosity in the journal bearing.
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• Mixed lubrication and further the prediction of metal-metal contact become more crucial as
the minimum film thickness decreases. To reliably predict friction and wear, an accurate
description of metal-to-metal contact is required. Consequently, a contact model must be
incorporated into the simulation model.

• A realistic description of the surface structure, which means both material and topography,
of the journal bearings becomes increasingly important. Not only because journal bearings
operate in mixed lubrication more frequently, but also because their surface properties
become increasingly refined. Therefore, parameters for the simulation model must be
derived from real measured surfaces.

• Any misalignment between journal and bearing can lead to severe metal-metal contact
especially at the bearing edge. During the running in of the bearing, the bearing shells are
able to adapt their geometry for a better fit between journal and bearing. This geometrical
adaption can be larger than the minimum lubrication gap. Therefore, the adapted surface
geometry needs to be considered in the simulation as metal-metal contact is largely
overestimated otherwise [35, 36].

• The highly nonlinear behaviour of dynamically loaded journal bearings requires a transient
calculation in time domain [33]. Especially to understand journal bearing behaviour during
the starting and stopping of the shaft, a transient calculation is demanded.

• Thermal effects also change the lubricant viscosity and need to be considered in bearing
simulation. In this study, the temperature influence is considered by deriving equivalent
temperatures for the isothermal simulation. Of relevance but beyond the scope of this study
is the consideration of the local temperature by thermal equations. This will be the focus of
future research.

• Finally, the simulation approach needs to be validated by measurement results because
approximated functions are used to describe the lubricant or statistically derived contact
models are implemented.

3.2. Fundamentals of mixed elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication theory

The fundamental differential equation which describes the lubricant film in a journal bearing
is the Reynolds equation. The Reynolds equation together with a suitable cavitation boundary
condition and a coupling with the surrounding deformable bodies form the basis of the elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication (EHD) approach. The basic Reynolds equation considers smooth
surfaces, but when the distance between the facing surfaces decreases their surface roughness
will affect the oil flow. To take this micro-hydrodynamic effect into account, Patir and Cheng
[37, 38] introduced flow factors to the Reynolds equation:

3 3
1 2 1 2 ( ) 0,

12 12 2 2x y s
h p h p u u u uh s h

x x y y x x t
f q f q q qf s q

h h
æ ö æ ö¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ + ¶ + ¶æ ö æ ö- - + + + =ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ ¶è ø è øè ø è ø

(1)
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where x and y denote the circumferential and the axial direction. p is the hydrodynamic
pressure and h is the oil film thickness which depends on x and y. Further, u1 and u2 denote
the sliding speeds of the facing surfaces. The influence of surface roughness is considered by
the pressure flow factors ϕx, ϕy and the shear flow factor ϕs. The oil viscosity η which is a
function of x and y is considered to depend on the temperature, pressure and shear rate in this
work. Finally, θ represents the fill ratio which is introduced to consider mass conserving
cavitation in the model. The cavitation model is based on the Jakobsson-Floberg-Olsson (JFO)
approach [39, 40].

If the fluid film cannot completely separate the two contacting surfaces anymore, single
asperities interact and metal-metal contact occurs. The contact model according to Greenwood
and Tripp [41] is used to estimate the metal-metal contact pressure by the following equation:

*
5/2 ( ),a sp KE F H= (2)

where the composite elastic modulus E* is a combined material parameter of the contacting
surfaces, the elastic factor K depends on surface roughness, asperity radius and asperity
density. F5/2 is a form factor [35] which is a function of the dimensionless clearance parameter
HS.

The parameters for the contact model used in this study are derived from scans of the bearing
surface and the shaft surface. The detailed surface parameters are described in [42, 43].

Friction losses in highly loaded journal bearings consist of hydrodynamic losses only or of
both hydrodynamic losses and losses due to metal-metal contact. In this study, the friction
losses are represented as friction torque which can be calculated by integrating the hydrody-
namic shear stress τh and the asperity shear stress τa over the bearing surface:

( ) .Friction h aA
M r dxdyt t= +òò (3)

The hydrodynamic shear stress can be calculated by

1 2· ( ) · ,
2h f fs fp

u u h p
h x

t h f f f- ¶æ ö= ± ± ç ÷¶è ø
(4)

where + and − refer to the shell surface and the journal surface, respectively. ϕf, ϕfs and ϕfp are
shear stress factors according to Patir and Cheng [37, 38]. According to the hydrodynamic shear
stress the friction torque is proportional to the lubricant viscosity and it is essential to consider
detailed lubricant properties to reliably assess friction:

· ,a Bound apt m= (5)
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The asperity shear stress is calculated by multiplying the asperity contact pressure with a
boundary friction coefficient μBound. In this study, the boundary friction coefficient is assumed
to be constant. This simple approximation is able to yield reliable results for a wide range of
operation as shown in the result section.

3.3. Lubricant properties at high pressure and high shear rate

The lubricant used in this study is a fully formulated low-viscous 0W20 hydrocarbon engine
oil. It is a standard multi-grade lubricant which is available for the automotive market. The
main properties of the lubricant are summarized in Table 1.

Density at 40°C 832.5 kg/m3

Dynamic viscosity at 40°C 37.5 mPa s

Dynamic viscosity at 100°C 6.8 mPa s

HTHS-viscosity at 150°C and shear rate 106 1/s 2.7 mPa s

Table 1. Basic properties of the tested 0W20 lubricant.

The main lubricant properties show that the viscosity is strongly dependent on temperature.
Various mathematical functions exist to consider the temperature dependency in simulation.
In this study, the effect of temperature on viscosity is specified by the Vogel equation [44] which
is very accurate for hydrocarbon lubricants,

( )( ) .
B
T CT A eh += × (6)

where T is the oil temperature and A, B and C are constants for a given lubricant. In dynamically
loaded journal bearings, high pressures above 2000 bar can occur and the increase of viscosity
can be very significant. Consequently, the viscosity increase with high pressure needs to be
considered. Here, the simple Barus equation [45] is utilized which only requires the identifi-
cation of a pressure viscosity coefficient α:

( , ) ( ) .pT p T eah h= × (7)

Due to the dynamic load and high operational speed, shear rates above 2 × 107 1/s can occur
in journal bearings. At these conditions, a significant drop in viscosity can be identified. To
describe the shear thinning effect, the Cross equation [46] is used:

1( , , ) ( , ) .
1 ( )
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where K, r and m are coefficients for a given lubricant. All coefficients for Vogel, Barus and
Cross equation are derived from measured rheological data of the investigated lubricant. The
detailed derivation can be found in [47]. The values of the introduced coefficients are listed in
Table 2.

A 0.0516 mPa s

B 1127.6°C

C 130.7°C

α 0.00095 1/bar

r 0.53

m 0.79

K 7.9 × 10−8 s

Table 2. Parameters for the rheological model of the lubricant.

The viscosity characteristics obtained from the derived parameters are also shown in Figures 1
and 2.

Figure 1. Viscosity-temperature dependency for the 0W20 lubricant at different pressures [48]; please note the logarith-
mic scale.

Figure 2. Viscosity-shear rate dependency for the 0W20 lubricant at different temperatures [48]; please note the loga-
rithmic scale.
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3.4. Journal bearing tests and the corresponding simulation model

Experimental results are used extensively in this study to validate the presented simulation
approach. The experimental part is not the central topic of this work. Therefore, only a brief
description of the journal bearing test-rig is provided. More details about the test-rig and the
measurement equipment can be found in [43, 47, 49].

All tests are conducted on the journal bearing test-rig at KS Gleitlager1 as shown in Figure 3.
The test-rig enables a detailed analysis of journal bearing behaviour under static and dynamic
loads for constant or transient shaft speed. The test-rig consists of a straight shaft (test shaft)
which rests on two support brackets. Each support bracket contains a plain journal bearing
and is fixed on a base. The test connecting rod with the test bearing is placed in between the
two support brackets. An external load is applied onto the test connecting rod which is
generated by an electromechanical high-frequency pulsator. The test shaft is driven by an
elastically clutched electric motor.

Figure 3. Configuration and components of the journal bearing test-rig [43].

The dimensions and oil supply design of the support bearings correspond to automotive main
bearings with a 180° oil supply groove. The support bearings have a diameter of 54 mm and
a width of 25 mm. The test journal bearing corresponds to a big-end bearing having an oil
supply hole in the load-free (lower) shell. It has a diameter of 47.8 mm and a width of 17.2 mm.

The total friction torque caused by all three journal bearings is measured by a torque transducer
which is located between the motor and the clutch.

1 KS Gleitlager GmbH, Am Bahnhof 14, 68789 St. Leon-Rot, Germany.
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For the simulation, the test-rig is modelled within the flexible multi-body solver AVL Ex-
cite Power Unit.2 The multi-body simulation model consists of flexible bodies and joints
which connects the bodies. The two support brackets with the support bearings and the
test connecting rod including the test bearing are represented as mathematically con-
densed finite element (FE) structures [50]. Therefore, a pre-processing step needs to be
performed with an FE solver to create the condensed bodies. The test shaft is also repre-
sented as elastic body but instead of using a condensed structure a simplified beam and
disc body is generated.

The lubricated contacts between the test shaft and support bearings as well as between the test
shaft and test bearing are modelled as elasto-hydrodynamic joints. The fluid film is calculated
according to the averaged Reynolds equation discussed in the previous section (Eq. (1)). The
numerical approach requires a discretization of the bearing surface. Therefore, 25 hydrody-
namic (HD) nodes are defined in axial direction which are equally distributed in each bearing
(support bearings and test bearing). The test bearing has 200 nodes in circumferential direction
and the support bearings have 176 nodes. Every second HD node is directly coupled to the
condensed FE model.

Because of the high nonlinearity of the model it is solved in the time domain using numerical
time integration [33].

3.5. The consideration of temperature in the isothermal simulation method

The numerical approach assumes an isothermal bearing which means that the bearing
temperature and the temperature of the lubricant are assumed to be constant in the lubrication
gap. Certainly, the temperature changes under different operating conditions, for example,
with varying shaft speed and bearing load. To consider the load- and speed-dependent
temperature, an equivalent temperature is defined which is derived from measured temper-
atures at the back of the bearing shell (see sketch of the test-rig in Figure 3). Hence, an
isothermal bearing simulation is performed while the temperature influence due to different
operating conditions is still considered.

The background for this approach was introduced by previous research results from Allmaier
et al. [51]. The authors investigated the thermal processes of journal bearings under high
dynamic loads and compared the results with experimental data. It was shown that it is
possible to predict the measured temperatures at the bearing shell with a complex thermo-
elasto-hydrodynamic (TEHD) simulation approach. From these results, a simple equivalent
bearing temperature relation was derived for the isothermal EHD simulation that is capable
to predict the friction losses very accurately for a large range of different lubricants, journal
speeds and loads as was shown in direct comparison to experimental data (see, in particular,
[35] and [52], which is available online at www.intech.com3). This approach was initially
suggested for main bearings with a distinct oil supply groove and was furthermore adapted
to bearings with an oil supply hole in [47].

2 AVL List GmbH, Advanced Simulation Technology, Hans-List-Platz 1, 8020 Graz Austria, www.avl.com.
3 http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51568.
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4. Simulation results

In the result section, the behaviour of journal bearings under different operating conditions is
discussed. Primarily, the bearings are excited with a dynamic load and they operate in the
elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime. The elastic deformation and also the viscosity under
high pressure and shear rate must be considered for a reliable prediction of friction and wear.
Furthermore, severe metal-metal contact is generated by a static load and low shaft speed. This
condition allows for the verification of the simulation approach in mixed lubrication regime.
The presented results give an overview of current research by the authors. The majority of the
results are taken from recent publications and, therefore, we refer to the original publications
for further reading [42, 43, 47, 48, 53].

4.1. Impact of high pressure and shear thinning on journal bearing friction

The first application example discusses friction in dynamically loaded journal bearings. The
bearings operate in the elasto-hydrodynamic regime with only a minor metal-metal contact.
Due to the heavy load, maximum hydrodynamic pressures above 200 MPa arise in the
bearings. At shaft speeds of up to 7000 rpm, high shear rates occur, which induce a noticeable
drop of viscosity as will be shown.

To reliably predict friction in this condition a detailed description of the lubricant behaviour
under high pressure and high shear rate becomes absolutely necessary. The influence of
neglecting the piezo-viscous effect and the non-Newtonian behaviour on the accuracy of
friction prediction in journal bearings is demonstrated.

4.1.1. Journal bearing conditions

Two dynamic load cases are investigated in this first study, one with a maximum external load
of 40 kN and a second one with 80 kN. The dynamic characteristic of the load during a full
load cycle is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Dynamic load applied to the test bearing [47].
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The maximum specific loads in the test bearing which is the maximum load related to the
projected bearing area, correspond to 50 MPa (40 kN load) and 100 MPa (80 kN load). The
operational shaft speed starts at 1000 rpm and runs up to 7000 rpm with 1000 rpm increments.
Each step is operated for 20 minutes. The run-up is followed by a run-down back to 1000 rpm.
These conditions cover a wide range of operating conditions which are also typical for
combustion engines.

4.1.2. Verification of the simulation results and the importance of the lubricant model

The figures in this section show a comparison of the simulation results and the measurement
results. The simulation results are obtained with three different lubricant models. The results
are arranged in such a way that the importance of lubricant properties in the elasto-hydrody-
namic journal bearing simulation is highlighted. Therefore, we start with the simplest lubri-
cant model η(T) which is only dependent on temperature. Afterwards the piezo-viscous effect
is added to the lubricant model η(T,p) and, finally, the complete lubricant model also considers
the shear thinning effect η(T,p,γ;.).

Figure 5 shows the measured and calculated mean friction torque over shaft speed for the two
different loads. The dashed lines represent the measured data. The error bars show the
uncertainty which contains the error of the torque transducer and the standard error of the
mean. As expected, the friction torque rises with increasing shaft speed and also with higher
load. The influence of temperature can be clearly seen by comparing the 100 MPa results during
the run-up and the run-down. At the run-down the bearing temperature is consistently 3°C
higher compared to the run-up. Due to the lower viscosity at higher temperature, this small
temperature difference reduces the friction torque by about 0.2 Nm.

Figure 5. Comparison of the average friction torque measured on the test-rig with the simulated mean friction torque
using the basic oil model η(T) at 50 and 100 MPa specific loads [47].
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The calculated average friction torque using the simple temperature-dependent viscosity
model η(T) is shown by solid curve in Figure 5. While the calculated friction torques at 50 MPa
agree closely to the measured curve, the calculated friction torques at 100 MPa underestimate
the measured torques over the entire speed range. However, the difference due to higher
temperature at the run-down has been correctly identified. This indicates that the temperature
consideration for the isothermal bearing calculation performs as intended.

The simulation results allow for a greater insight into the film formation and the occurring
hydrodynamic pressure. At a specific load of 100 MPa a peak oil film pressure of around 200
MPa in the test bearing is identified independently from the shaft speed. As can be seen in
Figure 1, the pressure-induced viscosity increase is significant for such high pressures.
Consequently, the lubricant viscosity increases nearly sevenfold compared to the viscosity at
ambient pressure. Therefore, calculations using the pressure-dependent oil model η(T,p) are
performed and the results are shown as solid curves in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Comparison of the average friction torque measured on the test-rig with the simulated mean friction torque
using the pressure-dependent oil model η(T,p) at 50 and 100 MPa specific loads [47].

The friction torque increases for all operating conditions when considering the pressure-
dependent oil model. The impact of the piezo-viscous effect depends on the applied load and
is as expected, more relevant for the 100 MPa load than for the 50 MPa load. At low shaft speeds,
the calculated friction torque agrees closely with the measured torque results for both the load
cases. However, for shaft speeds above 3000 rpm the calculated torque overestimates increas-
ingly the measured torque.

The relative sliding speed between shaft and bearing increases with higher shaft speed and,
hence, higher shear rates occur. The shear rate increases nearly linearly with the shaft speed
and reaches a maximum of 2.2 × 107 1\s at 7000 rpm [47]. At high shear rate like this, the
viscosity drop due to the shear thinning effect is significant. For the studied lubricant a
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reduction of 25% is obtained (compare Figure 2). Finally, the results calculated with the
complete oil model η(T,p,γ;.) are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Comparison of the average friction torque measured on the test-rig with the simulated mean friction torque
using the complete oil model η(T,p,γ;.) at 50 and 100 MPa specific loads [47].

As the shear rates increase with the shaft speed, the influence of the shear thinning effect is
very small at low shaft speeds and becomes increasingly important for higher shaft speeds. At
1000 rpm the maximum shear rate is smaller by a factor of 10 compared to 7000 rpm. As a
consequence, the influence of shear thinning on the friction torque is almost negligible for low
shaft speed. The effect of shear thinning reduces the calculated friction torque particularly at
high shaft speed. Above 5000 rpm, a torque difference of about 0.15 Nm is determined between
the two lubricant models η(T,p) and η;.(T,p,γ;.) independently of the load case.

To summarize the first example, the calculated friction torques considering temperature-,
pressure- and shear-rate-dependent viscosity match the measured friction torques within the
measurement uncertainty for both the run-down and the run-up. A deviation may be identified
at low shaft speeds during the run-up. It is important to note that new journal bearings are
used for each test run. And therefore the journal bearing experiences a run-in process in the
beginning of its operation. An adaption of the bearing surface in particular at the bearing edges
takes place which causes higher friction losses during this time. The simulation considers
already run-in bearings by including this adapted surface geometry. Consequently, differences
between the measured and simulated results arise. This run-in process happens during the
first and second step (1000 and 2000 rpm), when the measured friction torque is accordingly
higher compared to the calculated friction torque. The wear process due to the run-in is
discussed in more detail in the following example.
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4.2. Edge loading and running-in wear in dynamically loaded journal bearings

After the friction tests under dynamic loading (see Section 4.1), the bearing shells were
analysed and a worn region was identified at the bearing edges. In Section 4.1, these worn
regions are considered in the simulation right from the start instead of a perfect cylindrical
bearing surface. In this section, the worn surface geometry is calculated in a stepwise process
by iteratively removing material from the initial perfect cylindrical bearing shell.

4.2.1. Running-in caused by edge loading and iterative wear calculation

When two contacting elements operate together for the first time, adaptions of their surfaces
occur. These adjustments concern the geometrical conformity on both the macro- and micro-
scale as well as changes of the mechanical and material properties [54]. Such an adjustment
process takes place in the early stage of operation and is commonly called running-in. In
hydrodynamic journal bearings a geometrical unconformity is caused by any misalignment
between shaft and bearing shell. This unconformity originates from production tolerances,
assembly deformation or thermal deviation. In this study, the applied heavy load bends the
shaft elastically which leads to a misalignment and further, to metal-metal contact at the
bearing edges. The principal manner is sketched in Figure 8 on the left. In hydrodynamic
journal bearings the softer shell generally adapts its surface to fit the harder journal during the
running-in. When the running-in process has finished, metal-metal contact in the lubrication
gap vanishes completely.

Figure 8. Edge loading caused by elastic bending of the shaft; the flowchart of the iterative surface profile generation
on the right [42].

Figure 8 (right) shows the iterative scheme of the wear calculation. By starting from the initial
perfectly cylindrical bearing shape of a new bearing, the wear equation from Archard [55] is
used to calculate the wear depth for all HD nodes of the discretized journal bearing surface.
Archard’s wear equation can be written as
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C Ch W L t W
H H

= × × = × × (9)

where hw denotes the wear depth, W the normal load, L the sliding distance, C the wear
coefficient and H describes the hardness of the contact surface. The product of normal load
and sliding distance can be substituted by a step time tStep multiplied with a wear load WL. The
wear load is the averaged product of asperity contact pressure and relative sliding speed over
a load cycle and is different for each (discretized) spot of the bearing surface.

In this wear process a maximum wear depth per iterative step is defined which is generated
at the HD node with a maximum wear load. The wear depth of all other HD nodes can then
be calculated and a new surface profile is generated. Additionally, the time required to achieve
the worn geometry and the overall wear volume can be calculated for every step. With this
adapted bearing surface another full elasto-hydrodynamic simulation step is started and the
wear calculation is performed again. This process is repeated until the mixed lubrication, or
more precisely the maximum asperity contact pressure, becomes insignificantly small. Wear
on the journal surface is neglected because of the significantly higher hardness compared to
the bearing shell surface.

Central to the wear analysis is the contact model which evaluates the metal-metal contact
pressure according to the film thickness in the bearing. To reliably describe the contact
pressure, the roughness parameters of the contact model need to be obtained from the real
surfaces. Hence, the shaft and bearing shell surfaces are scanned and analysed. For a detailed
derivation of the roughness parameters see [42].

4.2.2. Results of the iterative wear simulation

The running-in procedure is calculated for a shaft speed of 4000 rpm and a maximum specific
load of 100 MPa (see previous example). Starting point of the wear process is the definition of
the initial (cylindrical) journal bearing shape followed by an EHD simulation of a full load
cycle. Metal-metal contact is observed when the applied load reaches its maximum. The test
bearing in particular shows metal-metal contact at both bearing edges. The symmetrical
appearance of the metal-metal contact is caused by the symmetric bearing layout and the
according deflection curve of the shaft. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the calculated metal-
metal contact pressure on the left.

Subsequently, the wear load during a full load cycle is calculated and the worn surface
geometry is generated. The generated profile is then used as bearing geometry in the subse-
quent simulation step. As a result, a reduction of the maximum metal-metal contact pressure
is obtained. When the procedure is repeated 40 times, as show, it can be observed that the
maximum metal-metal contact pressure gradually decreases. The evolution of the maximum
contact pressure during the iterative process is shown in Figure 9 (right). The stepwise pressure
reduction is significant in the beginning of the wear process but becomes smaller from step to
step. The step time to achieve the defined maximum wear depth per iterative step is also shown
in Figure 10. The step time monotonically increases from 2.5 to 1050 s.
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Figure 9. Calculated asperity contact pressure for the first step at the point of maximum load on the left; development
of maximum asperity contact pressure and step time over the number of iterative steps [42].

Figure 10. Surface profile on the left and a section view of the surface profile during the iterative running-in process at
the position of maximum wear depth on the right [42].

Figure 10 shows the development of the surface profile for the test bearing. Wear concentrates
on the edges of the upper bearing shell and shows a symmetrical appearance. With a higher
number of iterative steps the worn area expands in axial and circumferential direction. And
also the wear depth at the edges increases gradually and reaches a maximum of 3.6 μm after
40 steps.

Finally, the maximum metal-metal contact pressure and the wear volume are plotted over the
time in Figure 11. Within the first 200 s of operation the maximum contact pressure drops
sharply below 5 MPa. From there on the maximum asperity contact pressure steadily decreases
to a minimum in the end. The wear volume strongly increases in the beginning and flattens
out over time. A steady state of wear has not been identified during the investigated time
period.
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Figure 11. Maximum asperity contact pressure and the accumulated wear volume over time [42].

The quick reduction of asperity contact pressure in the beginning of the bearing operation
verifies the statement from the previous example in Section 4.1: at low shaft speeds during the
run-in a deviation between the measured and calculated friction torque was identified. This is
caused by additional friction losses due to metal-metal contact of the run-in process. Metal-
metal contact did not occur in the simulation because an already worn surface geometry was
assumed.

In this section, the simulation of the wear process yielded a calculated final surface geometry
that is a good match to the worn surface of the test bearing obtained after the dynamic tests.
The comparison of wear depth as well as the extent of the worn area shows that the presented
method is able to predict the worn surface geometry in highly stressed journal bearings
(detailed comparison see [42]).

This section has also shown that the running-in process concentrates on rather small areas of
the journal bearings and, therefore, metal-metal contact occurs only locally. The small amount
of metal-metal contact only marginally affects the friction losses in the bearing. Hence, the
investigated dynamical load is not well suited to analyse friction in the mixed lubrication
regime. Consequently, the next section studies the mixed lubrication regime up to severe metal-
metal contact.

4.3. Simulation of journal bearing friction in severe mixed lubrication

In the mixed lubrication regime, metal-metal contact occurs and becomes dominant which
leads to a drastic rise in friction. Texture and roughness of the bearing surface has a major
influence on friction in the mixed lubrication regime. In the simulation, the bearing surface is
represented by the contact model which is responsible to reliably predict metal-metal contact
pressure as well as contact area.

This section experimentally verifies the relatively simple simulation approach using Green-
wood and Tripp contact model in combination with a constant friction coefficient. The input
data for the contact model are derived from surface scans of the bearing. Furthermore, the
influence of surface roughness on friction is discussed.
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4.3.1. Journal bearing conditions and experimental details

To ensure the occurrence of metal-metal contact on the bearing test-rig and in contrast to the
previous sections, a static load is applied to the test bearing. The tests start at high shaft speed
and the shaft speed is slowly reduced to enable the journal bearing to enter the mixed
lubrication regime. The results are represented by Stribeck curves that allow an identification
of the different lubrication regimes, as shown in Figure 12. The Stribeck curve shows the
friction torque over the shaft speed. The transition between the hydrodynamic lubrication
regime and the mixed lubrication regime can be identified by a strong increase of the friction
torque.

Two load cases are investigated in this section, the first with 8 kN static load and the second
with a 4 kN load, which correspond to 10 MPa and 5 MPa specific load in the test bearing,
respectively. In the beginning of each test, new bearing shells are placed into the test connecting
rod and the support brackets. One test run consists of a constant speed-up to 6000 rpm followed
by a constant speed-down until the shaft stops to rotate. One test run lasts for 12 min. Only
the speed-down is recorded and evaluated.

Figure 12. Sketch of a Stribeck curve with different lubrication regimes [43].

Surface New Worn

Ra (μm) 0.27 0.22

Rq (μm) 0.34 0.26

σ (μm) 0.28 0.23

δ (μm) 0.39 0.19

Table 3. Surface roughness and simulation input parameters for the contact model.
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The bearing surface is scanned by a white light interferometer and the input parameters for
the contact model are derived. For evaluating the influence of surface roughness, the bearing
shell is measured before the test run and a worn bearing shell is scanned too. The main
properties are summarized in Table 3. The arithmetic average Ra of the bearing shell surface
decreases from 0.27 μm for the new bearing to 0.22 μm for the worn bearing. A similar decrease
can be seen for the root mean square Rq, which is 0.34 μm for the new and 0.26 μm for the worn
bearing. The asperity summit roughness σ and the mean summit height δ are relevant for the
contact model. Additional details about the contact model can be found in [43]. In contrast to
the previous example, a cylindrical geometry of the journal bearings is considered in the
simulation. The difference between the new and the worn surface only concerns the surface
roughness parameters.

Beside the parameters for the contact model, a suitable boundary friction coefficient that
considers the presence of friction modifying additives [56] is required to predict friction. Here,
the boundary friction coefficient is chosen to be constant μBound = 0.02. The limits of this
simplification are discussed in the results.

4.3.2. Verification of the simulation results and the influence of surface roughness

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the simulation results and the measurement results. On the
left the results for the 8 kN load and on the right for 4 kN are presented. The dashed line shows
the measurement results and the grey area indicates the uncertainty band of torque and speed
measurement.

Figure 13. Comparison between the calculated and measured friction torque over shaft speed at a load of 8 and 4 kN
[43].

At maximum shaft speed the bearing operates in pure hydrodynamic lubrication regime and
a friction torque of about 1.1 Nm arise for the 8 kN load. By reducing the shaft speed the friction
torque decreases to a minimum at around 400 rpm. Below 400 rpm the bearing operates in
mixed lubrication regime and the friction torque increases abruptly. Similar behaviour can be
seen at a load of 4 kN. In the hydrodynamic regime the friction torque is 0.15 Nm lower
compared to the 8 kN load and also the transition between hydrodynamic and mixed lubri-
cation regime is shifted to a lower shaft speed.
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The two other curves represent the calculated friction torque with the new bearing surface
roughness (solid curve) and the worn bearing surface roughness (dashed curve). In the
hydrodynamic lubrication regime both surfaces predict identical friction torques. A difference
can be seen at low speed, when the new bearing surface predicts an earlier increase of friction
torque compared to the worn surface. However, at 8 kN load the results calculated with both
surfaces lie within the measurement uncertainty but regarding the transition speed the
calculation with the worn surface appears to be more suitable. At 4 kN the results with the
new surface match the transition speed.

It can be expected that a modification of the surface roughness occurs at the beginning of the
operation. As mentioned earlier, a speed-up is performed before the measurements take place.
During the speed-up metal-metal contact already occurs and the surface may smoothen
already. For a higher load more metal-metal contact develops and a quicker surface modifica-
tion can be expected. The quicker adaption at 8 kN load eventually explains the good match
of measurement and simulation with the worn surface roughness.

The comparison of measurement and simulation shows a good agreement in hydrodynamic
lubrication regime and mixed lubrication regime. Hence, the presented roughness data
observed from surface scans in combination with the simple contact model are suitable for the
friction prediction in journal bearings operation under severe conditions. Also, the chosen
constant friction coefficient μBound is suitable for both loads to predict friction with a great
accuracy. Only at a very low shaft speed when the bearing operates in boundary friction
regime, the friction torque is underestimated. Here, a higher boundary friction coefficient
would be more applicable.

4.4. Friction analysis of journal bearings during starting and stopping

A transient start-stop simulation is performed in the final example. The journal rests in the
bearing in the beginning of the simulation. When the journal starts to rotate the breakaway
torque has to be overcome. Afterwards, the bearing operates in mixed lubrication regime until
the lift-off speed is reached.

4.4.1. Experimental details and journal bearing resting conditions

A static load of 2.5 kN is applied to the test connecting rod. The resting test shaft is constantly
accelerated to a maximum speed of about 260 rpm. The duration of the speed-up is 3 s.
Subsequently, the shaft is constantly decelerated over 3 s until the shaft stops. This start-stop
cycle was repeated 6000 times. In between each cycle was a recovery phase of 3 s.

The simulation model from previous examples is modified in a way that the shaft follows a
predefined rotation to analyse the start-stop behaviour. The parameters for the contact model
and the boundary friction coefficient remain unchanged. However, before the shaft starts to
rotate a static condition needs to be established. Therefore, an initialization phase is included
where the static load is gradually applied to the bearing and the shaft moves slowly towards
the bearing shell until it reaches its resting position. Figure 14 (left) shows the bearing force
and the minimum film height in the lubrication gap.
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During the first 0.1 s, the static load is constantly increased until 2.5 kN is reached. At the
beginning of the initialisation phase, the shaft is located at the centre of the bearing. As the
load increases the shaft subsides within the bearing and the minimum radial distance between
shaft and bearing (minimum film height) decrease. After 0.3 s, the minimum distance is
reached. At resting position, the journal is mainly supported by metal-metal contact which can
be seen in Figure 14 (right). While the test bearing shows an equally distributed contact
pressure all along the bearing axis, the support bearing show an asymmetric distribution. This
asymmetric distribution is caused by the elastic deformation of the shaft due to the static load
(deflection curve). The actual starting of the shaft happens after 0.5 s. The shaft is then
accelerated and decelerated again until the shaft completely stops to rotate.

Figure 14. Load of the test bearing and minimum film height during the initial phase of the start-stop cycle on the left;
metal-metal contact pressure distribution after 0.5 s in the test bearing and the two support bearings [53].

4.4.2. Verification of the simulation results and the influence of surface roughness

The measurement and simulation results are summarized in Figure 15. The dashed black curve
shows the rotational speed of the shaft; it reaches a top speed of 260 rpm. The solid black curve
represents the measured torque. The results were taken from the 3000th cycle and, therefore,
a running-in of the bearing has already occurred. Shortly before the shaft begins to rotate the
torque abruptly increases to a maximum. This peak, or breakaway torque, indicates the
transition between static and sliding friction. Once in motion the bearing enters the mixed
lubrication regime and the friction torque decreases quickly. After 1.5 s, the friction torque
becomes a minimum as the bearings enter the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. At stopping
the measured torque does not show any increase until 6.2 s when the recording of the data
ended. The measured signal shows strong fluctuations which are caused by the dynamic
behaviour of the test-rig. It can be expected that the impulse at the breakaway cause this strong
fluctuations. Bouyer and Fillon [57] observed a similar behaviour and referred to the slip-stick
phenomenon.

The solid grey curve shows the calculated torque considering a new bearing surface. When
the shaft starts to rotate, it raises identically with the measured friction torque. Also the
magnitude of the breakaway torque is equal to the measured one. After the breakaway both
curves drop parallel as they reach mixed lubrication. The hydrodynamic regime is reached
after 2 s. In the end of the start-stop cycle the simulation predicts an increase of friction torque
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before the shaft completely stops. The fluctuations are not present in the simulation because
the rotational speed of the shaft is specified.

Similar to the previous result section, the influence of surface roughness is analysed by
simulation. The friction torque calculated with a worn surface roughness is shown as dashed
grey line in Figure 15. The breakaway torque remains unchanged compared to the results with
the new bearing surface because at rest the shaft is completely supported by metal-metal
contact and, hence, the breakaway torque is only defined by boundary friction coefficient,
μBound. In the mixed lubrication regime, the friction torque reduces quickly and pure hydro-
dynamic lubrication is reached after 1.5 s. At top speed both surface roughnesses yield a similar
torque in the simulation. A major difference can be seen in the behaviour during the slowdown
and the stopping of the shaft. The calculation with the worn bearing surface roughness shows
a clear reduction of maximum friction torque which also fits better with the measured friction
torque.

Figure 15. Measured and calculated friction torque during a start-stop cycle; results from simulation are obtained for
new and worn bearing surface roughness [53].

Overall, the calculated friction torque follows the starting and stopping behaviour of the shaft
in the bearing very closely. Especially the breakaway torque and the transitions between the
boundary and mixed lubrication regime as well as between the mixed and hydrodynamic
lubrication regime are identified. The model considering the new bearing surface roughness
overestimates the friction torque during stopping of the shaft.

5. Conclusion and outlook

This chapter analyses the behaviour of automotive journal bearings under severe loading
conditions. The severe loading conditions force the bearing to operate in the boundary, mixed
and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime. Therefore, an extensive simulation approach is
employed which considers elastic deformation of the components, the rheological properties
of the lubricant under high pressure and at high shear rate, and a contact model to calculate
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metal-metal contact. Both the lubricant properties and the surface roughness parameters for
the contact model are experimentally identified. The simulation approach is comprehensively
validated on the basis of measurements on a journal bearing test-rig.

The first example shows the importance of considering the piezo-viscous and the non-
Newtonian effect of the lubricant to reliably predict friction in highly loaded journal bearings.
If both the effects are neglected, a discrepancy of up to 15% can occur in comparison to the
measured results for the studied operating conditions. The second example discusses the
running-in behaviour of misaligned journal bearings which is caused by the elastic bending
of the shaft. Therefore, an iterative simulation approach is presented which removes material
from the bearing shell step by step. Friction in mixed lubrication is analysed in the third
example where the Stribeck curves are calculated and compared to the measured results. The
influence of surface roughness on mixed friction is investigated. Finally, a transient start-stop
cycle is calculated in the fourth example. Before the shaft starts to rotate, a breakaway torque
has to be surmounted. The bearing shortly operates in mixed lubrication before the contacting
surfaces are completely separated. Especially at the stopping of the shaft an influence of surface
roughness can be identified.

Future challenges for journal bearing simulation include the precise wear prediction and the
determination of wear coefficients for different bearing materials. In this context, the consid-
eration of polymeric sliding layers in the simulation presents a new challenge for the future.
While mixed lubrication can be described numerically very accurately as shown in this chapter,
its escalation up to bearing failure is still beyond the scope of the presented work although
relative estimations are enabled in a comparative sense based on the results. However, the
numerical prediction of bearing failure requires a deeper understanding of the thermal
processes in the journal bearing, which will be the subject of future work.
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